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MULTIRESOLUTION CONVOLUTIONAL AUTOENCODERS ∗
YUYING LIU† , COLIN PONCE‡ , STEVEN L. BRUNTON § , AND J. NATHAN KUTZ ¶
Abstract. We propose a multi-resolution convolutional autoencoder (MrCAE) architecture that
integrates and leverages three highly successful mathematical architectures: (i) multigrid methods,
(ii) convolutional autoencoders and (iii) transfer learning. The method provides an adaptive, hierar-
chical architecture that capitalizes on a progressive training approach for multiscale spatio-temporal
data. This framework allows for inputs across multiple scales: starting from a compact (small num-
ber of weights) network architecture and low-resolution data, our network progressively deepens and
widens itself in a principled manner to encode new information in the higher resolution data based
on its current performance of reconstruction. Basic transfer learning techniques are applied to ensure
information learned from previous training steps can be rapidly transferred to the larger network.
As a result, the network can dynamically capture different scaled features at different depths of the
network. The performance gains of this adaptive multiscale architecture are illustrated through a
sequence of numerical experiments on synthetic examples and real-world spatial-temporal data.
Key words. convolutional autoencoder, multiresolution analysis, multigrid, transfer learning,
model scaling, multi-scale dynamics
AMS subject classifications. 65T99, 37N10, 37M10
1. Introduction. The multiscale spatio-temporal dynamics observed in many
complex systems poses significant challenges for modeling and prediction. Although
we are often primarily interested in macroscale phenomena, the microscale dynamics
must also be modeled and understood, as it plays an important role in driving the
macroscale behavior. Indeed, a given system may have multiple fast and slow time
scales as well as a number of micro to macro spatial scales that interact to produce
the complex dynamics observed. This makes modeling multiscale systems particu-
larly difficult unless the time scales are disambiguated in a principled way. Coarse
graining and mesh-refinement (multigrid methods) are two principled mathematical
techniques for addressing multiscale behavior. In the former, the microscale physics
are averaged over to produce an effective macroscale model, while in the latter, com-
putational models are refined where the macroscale variables produce large errors.
In this paper, we present a multi-resolution convolutional autoencoder (MrCAE), a
decomposition scheme inspired by multigrid computational methods to progressively
refine a multiscale description of spatio-temporal data. It leverages and exploits as-
pects of multigrid methods and transfer learning to produce an effective multi-scale
analysis tool for characterizing large scale spatio-temporal data.
Multigrid methods [27, 38] have been extensively developed for physics-based
simulation models where coarse grained models must be progressively refined in or-
der to achieve a required numerical precision while keeping the simulation tractable.
Multigrid architectures provide a principled method for targeting the refinement
process, constituting a mature field with wide spread applications in the engineer-
ing and physical sciences. In contrast, coarse graining methods attempt to construct
a macroscale physics model by progressive construction of coarse grained variables
and their dynamics. Mathematical algorithms such as the heterogeneous multiscale
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modeling (HMM) [41, 40] and equation-free method [19] provide principled methods
for multiscale systems. Additional work has focused on testing for the presence of
multiscale dynamics so that analyzing and simulating multiscale systems is more
computationally efficient [8, 9].
Data-driven methods, specifically neural networks (NNs), have emerged as an
attractive alternative for characterizing multi-scale physics [11, 43, 39, 26, 24, 6, 14,
31, 32]. The structure of convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are especially rele-
vant for multiscale data as the convolutional window extracts features of the data at
an appropriate, coarse- or fine-grained resolution. As a result, CNNs have demon-
strated exceptional performance in image processing tasks [12]. Indeed, in the wake
of AlexNet [20], many aspects of CNN design have been thoroughly studied individ-
ually, such as the spatial filters [35, 34], nonlinear activation functions [42], width
and depth of the network [45], skip connections [15], batch normalization [17], etc [1].
As more complex neural architectures and designs arise, NNs have become increas-
ingly popular, which enables the process of automating architecture engineering by
jointly considering all design factors [37, 23, 46]. However, the design choices of NN
algorithms are highly automated and often uninterpretable, which makes integrating
domain knowledge difficult.
Although CNNs can capitalize on the multiscale features of data, because they
begin processing with only small local patches, they often fail to exploit the large-
scale, low-dimensional structure typically observed in spatio-temporal data. Such
structure is routinely leveraged for reduced order modeling [2, 21, 4, 30, 16, 36] of
high-dimensional spatio-temporal systems. This motivates the innovations of the cur-
rent work; here, we propose a multi-resolution convolutional autoencoder (MrCAE)
that begins by processing on downsampled (ie “coarse”) data in order to capture
large-scale, low-dimensional structure, and then progressively refines both the data
and the neural network while employing transfer learning in building each stage’s
neural network. This progress-refinement approach provides a principled framework
for leveraging multiresolution and transfer learning ideas, enabling one to build multi-
scale models for spatio-temporal data that result in more compact networks and more
compact encodings than those produced by traditional CAE methods. We envision
our proposed architecture to be a critical piece of many multi-scale neural network ar-
chitectures, especially as encoder-decoder based models have already resulted in many
successful applications, such as linearization of dynamics [24, 10], model discovery via
sparse regression [6], forecasting [33], etc.
Importantly, our architecture leverages data in an intelligent way: querying data
that targets the refinement process. Thus a hierarchy of models is constructed with
less data, producing highly compact networks and encodings. The method is well
aligned with the arguments in [7]: ’Initially, a small model may be preferred, in order
to prevent overfitting and to reduce the computational cost of using the model. Later,
a large model may be necessary to fully utilize the large dataset.’.
Our paper is organized as follows: the multi-resolution network architecture is
proposed in section 2, the progressive training algorithm is presented in section 3,
experimental results are in section 4, and the conclusions and discussions follow in
section 5. Our code is publicly available at https://github.com/luckystarufo/MrCAE.
2. Network Architecture. section 2 details the overall architecture of our Mr-
CAE. It consists of several levels of autoencoders. Each level is associated with the
data of a particular resolution. The network is built up recursively: in the base level,
a small autoencoder is trained to encode and reconstruct the coarsest data. We then
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Fig. 1: A Schematic Overview of the Network Architecture. In this example,
there are 4 levels for the architecture which are colored in red, yellow, cyan and
purple respectively. They are recursively built up to process data across different
resolutions — architectures built for processing coarser data are later embedded into
the next-level architectures to ensure knowledge transfer.
Fig. 2: Build up Network Architecture at Level k. Within level k, we perform
one deepening operation and a sequence of widening operations. The deepening oper-
ation (shown in blue) is the transfer learning step, creating a convolutional filter that
connects the new input (fine) to the previous level input (coarse). Widening opera-
tions (shown in purple) are performed sequentially by allocating more convolutional
filters so that it can capture new, higher-resolution features.
refine the data so that our inputs are of a higher resolution and embed the existing
architecture into a new autoencoder (the transfer learning step) to learn the new,
refined data. In this way, we construct a hierarchy of trained neural networks. The
mathematical details of the construction are given in the subsections that follow.
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Fig. 3: Adaptive Filters (I). For each widening operation shown in section 2, new
convolutional filters are only applied to the regions that are still poorly resolved. The
progressive refinement ensures a parsimonious use of the parameters.
2.1. Hierarchical Construction. The technical details for constructing each
level of the network is demonstrated in section 2: we perform a deepening operation
(except for the base level) followed by a sequence of widening operations.
The deepening operation inserts a convolutional/deconvolutional layer between
the current and previous level inputs/outputs. This is the transfer learning step. We
denote the inserted convolutional filter as c(k) and the deconvolutional filter as d(k),
and let fθk−1 be the existing network at level (k − 1), g(k) be the network after we
apply this deepening operation. Mathematically, we have
(2.1) g(k) = d(k) ◦ fθk−1 ◦ c(k)
In our setup, we make the resolution differ by a factor of 2 along each spatial dimension
between two adjacent levels, which is typical of a multi-resolution analysis [21]. As a
result, convolutional/deconvolutional filters with a kernel size 3× 3 and stride size 2
are used to ensure compatible dimensions. Similar to [7], the two inserted layers are
properly initialized to ensure knowledge transfer. More technical details about the
initialization are covered in the Appendix A. There is another, perhaps more intuitive,
way to understand the design: data at coarser levels can be regarded as obtained by
applying a sequence of hard-coded down-sampling (convolutional) operations to the
finest data and vice versa. When we proceed to a new level, the network replaces one
of these hard-coded operators with trainable convolutional/deconvolutional filters.
The widening operation expands the network capacity in order to capture the
new, finer-grained features of the higher resolution data. Specifically, it adds a group
of new convolutional pathways through the network, and then continues training. See
the FilterGroups in Figure ??. Note that each new pathway is separate, not adding
any connections to old pathways; this reduces the risks of overfitting. Mathematically
speaking, the widening operations at level k create a list of new pathways for the
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network, we denote them as w
(k)
1 , w
(k)
2 , · · · , w(k)kn . Then we have,
(2.2) fθk = g
(k) + w
(k)
1 + · · ·+ w(k)wk .
2.2. Adaptive Filters. The way we perform a sequence of widening operations
is shown in section 2. Suppose we have performed j groups of widening operations and
finished the subsequent training. We proceed by computing the mean squared error of
a 3×3 region around each pixel. Our (j+1)th group of filters will be only applied to the
regions where the reconstructions exhibit high error; details are explained in section 3.
Then a subsequent training is performed for the new architecture. We do this recur-
sively until all regions can be reconstructed within some error threshold/bound. This
process bears a close resemblance to mesh refinement [3] of multigrid methods [27, 38]
and therefore is highly adaptive and ensures a parsimonious use of parameters.
It is worth noting that we do not use nonlinear activation functions, in contrast to
the classical designs in which convolutional filters are usually followed by a Rectified
Linear Units (ReLU). We find it actually gives us a performance boost in terms of the
training progress while also making the filters highly interpretable. In our design, the
highly adaptive filters play the role of the nonlinear activation functions: by explicitly
specifying where to apply the filters, we are forcing those filters to be activated in
the relevant regions while leaving them inhibited in other regions. Additionally, this
implies that the resulting, trained network is fully linear, enabling extremely fast
matrix-based representations.
3. Training.
3.1. Framework. To accompany our adaptive architecture, we have developed
a progressive training framework which is outlined in Algorithm 3.1. The training is
performed whenever the architecture changes, thus it can effectively utilize the new
pathways for representing new data. Early stopping criteria are implemented as well,
however, we reference the full training details in Appendix B in order to maintain
clarity and simplicity for the description of the architecture.
Algorithm 3.1 Progressive Training
Define N to be the number of levels
Define E to be the maximum training epochs
Define training data with increasing resolutions {D(0), · · · , D(N−1)}
Initialize a model object M
for i in 0, 1, · · · , N − 1: do
Perform deepening operation on M ;
Perform E epochs training;
while Reconstruction at this level is not fully resolved do
Perform widening operation on M ;
Perform E epochs training;
end while
end for
return M
3.2. Loss Function. Our loss function is designed to capture the general, low-
rank dynamics as well as identifying outlier/singularities. It is of the same functional
form across each level. However, different resolution data are used to calculate this
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quantity. Suppose we are training the network at level k (0 ≤ k < N) with data set
D(k) ∈ Rmk×nk×Tk (mk, nk, Tk are the width, height of each snapshot and the number
of snapshots), and D̂(k) := fθk(D
(k)) is the corresponding reconstruction through the
network, where θk are the parameters of the current network fθk at level k
1. Let i, j,
t to be the indices of the row, column and snapshot. We formulate our loss function
L(θk, D(k)) to be the following:
(3.1) L(θk, D(k)) = ωLmse(θk, D(k)) + (1− ω)Lmax(θk, D(k))
where
(3.2) Lmse(θk, D(k)) = 1
mknkTk
mk∑
i=1
nk∑
j=1
Tk∑
t=1
(D
(k)
i,j,t − D̂(k)i,j,t)2
(3.3) Lmax(θk, D(k)) = max
i,j
1
Tk
Tk∑
t=1
(D
(k)
i,j,t − D̂(k)i,j,t)2
The first term in (3.1) is the classic mean squared error (MSE) to ensure an overall
satisfactory reconstruction. The second term captures the worst case scenario which
primarily corresponds to the highly variable dynamics over some regions in the spatio-
temporal data. The loss function is a weighted sum of these two terms modulated by
a control parameter ω (0 ≤ ω ≤ 1). Based on our experience, we find a small ω (eg.
0.5) is ideal for dynamics that have a clear separation of spatial scales, so that the
network pays more attention to the singularities or highly variable regions. But for
those without persistent spatial patterns, we recommend setting ω close to 1.
3.3. Measuring Error. In addition to the loss function in (3.1), we define two
other important quantities. The first quantity is developed for tracking the overall
training progress. The loss function in (3.1) only gives us the information of how it
performs at a specific level. Nothing can be said about the reconstructions at higher
levels. In this case, knowledge transfer between adjacent levels cannot be evaluated.
What we need is a metric that reflects the overall training progress. Therefore, we
define a metric that estimates the reconstruction error with respect to the finest
resolution data at each level:
(3.4) Lglobal(θ, D(N−1)) = ωLglobalmse (θ, D(N−1)) + (1− ω)Lglobalmax (θ, D(N−1))
(3.5) Lglobalmse =
1
mN−1nN−1TN−1
mN−1∑
i=1
nN−1∑
j=1
TN−1∑
t=1
(D
(N−1)
i,j,t − U (N−k−1)(D̂(k)i,j,t))2
(3.6) Lglobalmax = max
i,j
1
TN−1
TN−1∑
t=1
(D
(N−1)
i,j,t − U (N−k−1)(D̂(k)i,j,t))2
1In fact, at level k, the network keeps growing itself as we perform the deepening operation
and the sequence of widening operations, which gives rise to different networks gk, f
(1)
θk
, · · · , f (kn)θk
respectively. Here, without causing ambiguity, we refer them all as fθk .
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Fig. 4: Adaptive Filters (II). This picture illustrates the implementation details
of applying adaptive filters. It is done by calculating the mask (shown at the top)
and convolved features of all regions (shown at the bottom) followed by a point-wise
multiplication.
where
(3.7) U (s) = U ◦ U ◦ · · · ◦ U︸ ︷︷ ︸
s
is a composition of a sequence of up-sampling operation U which is chosen to be a
bi-linear interpolation with a kernel size 3×3 and a stride size 2. This is similar to the
prolongation operator from multigrid methods. It should be noted that this metric
is only proposed for the purpose of validating the effectiveness of knowledge transfer
across different levels of the model, it would be absent in the realistic settings where
we have a growing data set so that the finest data D(N−1) may not be accessible
initially.
The other metric is used to provide feedback for the adaptive filters. Within a
widening operation, the new group of convolutional filters are only applied to the
regions that still need to be further refined. Technically, this is achieved by applying
the filters to all regions of the inputs first (and therefore obtaining the convolved
features), then determining the irrelevant ones. To tell if a convolved feature should
be masked out or not, we first calculate the mean squared error of each pixel along
the time axis, followed by performing a down-sampling operation A (local average)
since the width and height of the convolved features are both reduced by a factor of
2 compared to the original inputs. Finally, we threshold it by a prescribed tolerance
 to obtain the mask M:
(3.8) M = 1
{
A
[ 1
Tk
Tk∑
t=1
(D
(k)
:,:,t − D̂(k):,:,t)2
]
i,j
≥ 
}
The process is illustrated in subsection 3.3.
4. Experimental results. In this section, we test the performance of our Mr-
CAE on a range of data displaying increasing levels of complexity. Several unsteady
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fluid flow fields are analyzed, as fluid dynamics exhibit a range of multiscale behav-
ior and have been the focus of intense modeling efforts, with and without machine
learning [36, 5]. In the first part, we show the performance of our network on each in-
dividual case. Specifically, we show the reconstructions on some testing snapshots and
heat maps of the regions being refined across each level and the error plot with respect
to (3.4) that reflects the overall training progress. In the second part, we benchmark
our network against a structurally similar network: residual encoder-decoder network
(RED-Net[28]). We show our architecture scales better in terms of the number of
network parameters and the size of encoding.
All data are resized so that each snapshot has the shape (2p− 1)× (2q − 1) (with
some positive integers p and q) before data ingestion into the network, all snapshots
are shuffled randomly and split in to training set (70%), validation set (20%) and
testing set (10%).
4.1. Individual experiments.
4.1.1. Two oscillatory modes. For the first example (subsection 4.1), we con-
sider two nonlinear spatial modes driven by sinusoidal temporal modes with different
frequencies:
(4.1) Φ(x, y, t) = u(x, y) cos (ω0t) + v(x, y) cos (ω1t+
pi
4
)
where
u(x, y) = cosh (
x+ 1
σ0
) cosh (
y − 1
σ0
)
v(x, y) =
1
(2piσ1)1/2
exp (− (x− 1)
2 + (y + 1)2
2σ21
)
(4.2)
We generate it in the domain of [−5, 5] × [−5, 5] using 127 × 127 grids, and 500
snapshots are uniformly collected from the time interval [0, 8pi]. We set ω0 = 0.5,
ω1 = 4.0, σ0 = 10.0 and σ1 = 0.25 in our experiment.
subsection 4.1a shows the synthetic spatio-temporal data. We visualize the two
different spatial modes and their associated temporal modes. 6 sampled snapshots
are drawn from the test set which are marked in red. This is an example where small
spatial (high-frequency) content is modulated by a large, slow-varying background
mode.
For this example, we construct a network of 3 levels, with each level having 1,
2 and 3 groups of adaptive filters (a.k.a. widening operations) correspondingly. The
output reconstructions across different levels shown in subsection 4.1b become sharper
and sharper as the network grows. The regions that adaptive filters being applied are
shown in subsection 4.1c. One can clearly see the network faithfully picks up the
high-frequency content with more convolutional filters while leaving other regions less
parametrized which is consistent with our intuition. We can also see the proposed error
metric on the validation set keeps decreasing throughout the training process except
for the starting phase of each operation, which is the effects of random initialization,
suggesting an effective knowledge transfer.
4.1.2. Two oscillatory modes with one drifting. For the second example,
we also consider two nonlinear modes driven by different sinusoidal temporal modes.
However, only one of the nonlinear modes is purely spatial, the other one is modu-
lated by time. This synthetic example is meant to replicate the effects of traveling
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Fig. 5: a. Two separated spatial and temporal modes for the example of two oscil-
latory modes. Red dots correspond to the sampled test snapshots. b. Original data
and the reconstructions of the sampled test snapshots across each level of the network.
c. Regions that different groups of adaptive filters apply across different levels of the
architecture. Here, R
(k)
j represents the regions that the j
th group of adaptive filters
being applied at level k. d. Logarithmic error plot (in terms of the metric presented
in subsection 3.3) on the validation set throughout the training.
waves or the drifting dynamics that usually appears in the spatial-temporal data.
Mathematically, we have:
(4.3) Φ(x, y, t) = u(x) cos (ω0t) + v(x, t) cos (ω1t+
pi
4
)
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where
u(x, y) = cosh (
x+ 1
σ0
) cosh (
y − 1
σ0
)
v(x, y, t) =
1
(2piσ1)1/2
exp (− (x− 3 + 0.5t)
2 + (y + 3− 0.5t)2
2σ21
)
(4.4)
We generate the data in the domain of [−5, 5]× [−5, 5] using 127× 127 grids, and
500 snapshots are uniformly collected from the time interval [0, 4pi]. We set ω0 = 0.5,
ω1 = 4.0, σ0 = 10.0, σ1 = 0.25 and v = 1.0 in our experiment. subsection 4.1.2
shows the two spatial-temporal modes, sampled test snapshots, reconstructions across
different levels, refined regions and the logarithmic error plot.
In this example, we construct a network of 3 levels, with 3, 3 and 3 groups of
adaptive filters applied on each level. Similarly, we see the network keeps refining itself
by growing new pathways, our adaptive filters successfully capture the high-frequency
contents drifting along the diagonal and knowledge learned in the previous level can
be successfully transferred to the next level.
4.1.3. Channel flow. The channel flow dataset is acquired from the Johns Hop-
kins Turbulence Database [22, 29, 13]. Data was generated by solving the Navier-
Stokes equations in a domain of size 8pi × 2× 3pi using 2048× 512× 1536 nodes. For
more details, refer to [18]. We sample the slice of z = 1.5pi and down-sample the other
two spatial dimensions both by a factor of 8, so that the spatial dimensions of our
snapshots are 255 × 63. 500 snapshots are collected with ∆t = 0.052 between each
snapshot.
In this example, we set up a network of 4 levels with each level having 0, 3, 3, 4
groups of adaptive filters. (At level 0, no adaptive filters are used because all pixels
can be well-reconstructed with the deepening operation alone.) subsection 4.1.3 shows
the increasingly refined outputs at each level and the heat maps of regions that the
adaptive filters apply. Notably, we see from the heat maps that the network spends
more effort processing the regions near the boundary which intuitively makes sense:
there are more detailed small-scale vortical behaviors arising within these regions.
The plot of the decreasing error on the validation set also justifies the knowledge
transfer of each operation.
4.1.4. Forced isotropic turbulence. The forced isotropic turbulence data set
is also acquired from the Johns Hopkins Turbulence Database [22, 29, 44]. The data
is generated from a direct numerical simulation of forced isotropic turbulence on a
1024 × 1024 × 1024 periodic grid, using a pseudo-spectral parallel code. The range
of spatial dimensions x, y and z are [0, 2pi]. We sample the slice of z = pi and down-
sample the other two spatial dimensions both by a factor of 8 so that each snapshot is
of size 127× 127. 503 snapshots are collected with ∆t = 0.02 between each snapshot.
This is an example without a clear separation of scales, although it still possesses rich
microscopic dynamics across all regions.
For this example, we set up a network of 4 levels with each level having 0, 4,
4, 4 groups of adaptive filters. (At level 0, no adaptive filters are used because all
pixels can be well-reconstructed with the deepening operation alone.) As shown in
subsection 4.1.4, the network still offers reasonably well and progressively refined re-
constructions of sampled test snapshots and the error plot also shows the effectiveness
in knowledge transfer. But the heat maps of refined regions do not exhibit clear spa-
tial patterns due to the isotropic nature of the data. In this case, one should be very
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Fig. 6: From top to bottom: a. Two separated spatial and temporal modes for
the example of two oscillatory modes with one drifting. Red dots correspond to the
sampled test snapshots. b. Original data and the reconstructions of the sampled test
snapshots across each level of the network. c. Regions that different groups of adaptive
filters apply across different levels of the architecture. Here, R
(k)
j represents the regions
that the jth group of adaptive filters being applied at level k. d. Logarithmic error plot
(in terms of the metric presented in subsection 3.3) on the validation set throughout
the training.
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Fig. 7: a. Original data and reconstructions of the channel flow example across
different levels of the network over the sampled test snapshots. b. Heat maps that
reflect the regions that adaptive filters apply across different levels of the architecture.
The brighter the pixel, the more filters are applied. c. Logarithmic error plot (in
terms of the metric presented in subsection 3.3) on the validation set throughout the
training.
cautious when attempting to use the hierarchical representations encoded in the net-
work since neural networks are fundamentally interpolation methods [25] and lacking
of interpretations often suggests the representations are hard to generalize.
4.1.5. Sea surface temperature. In this example, we consider the global sea
surface temperature (SST) data. The NOAA OI SST V2 data set is open source and
can be downloaded at http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/. The data is collected each
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Fig. 8: a. Original data and the reconstructions of the forced isotropic turbulence
example across different levels of the network over the sampled test snapshots. b.
Heat maps that reflect the regions that adaptive filters apply across different levels
of the architecture. The brighter the pixel, the more filters are used. c. Logarithmic
error plot (in terms of the metric presented in subsection 3.3) on the validation set
throughout the training.
month and spans a 20 year period from 1990 to 2010. In this example, we set up
a network of 4 levels with each level having 2, 2, 4, 4 groups of adaptive filters.
subsection 4.1.5 shows the increasingly refined reconstructions at higher and higher
levels and the heat maps of regions where the adaptive filters apply. One observation
is that network explores the middle regions more exhaustively. We conjecture that the
underlying reason could be the temperature at the North Pole (top) and the South
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Fig. 9: a. Original data and reconstructions of the sea surface temperature example
across different levels of the network over the sampled test snapshots. b. Heat maps
that reflect the regions that adaptive filters apply across different levels of the archi-
tecture. The brighter the pixel, the more filters are used. c. Logarithmic error plot
(in terms of the metric presented in subsection 3.3) on the validation set throughout
the training.
Pole (bottom) are less variant. In addition, one can see the boundaries of the highly
intensive regions align well with edges of the continents which suggests the transition
from the land to the ocean.
4.2. Benchmarks. We benchmark MrCAE against the RED-Net, which is struc-
turally similar to ours. We run experiments of the network with and without rectified
nonlinear units (ReLU) which results in two candidate comparisons: RED-Net(Linear)
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Fig. 10: MrCAEs require less parameters. Comparison of the validation error
versus number of parameters for our method versus other state-of-the-art methods.
Both the number of parameters and the validation error are on logarithmic scales.
In this figure, each point represents a particular architecture: we progressively train
the networks of all kinds so that their depths and widths increase along the curves.
The number of parameters of MrCAEs scale better as the network expands while
exhibiting a steady decrease in validation error.
and RED-Net(+ReLU). We also include our MrCAE without adaptive filters, but
equipped with the rectified nonlinear units, which is named MrCAE(+ReLU).
Although RED-Nets were not primarily proposed to do progressive training with
data of increasing spatio-temporal resolution, for fair comparison, we also use different
resolution data to train them and use the metric in subsection 3.3 to evaluate their
performance.
The procedure is as follows: throughout the training of our MrCAE network, we
obtain a sequence of network architectures at different hierarchical levels. For each
specific architecture, we train a corresponding one (with the same network depth
and the same number of filters across each layer) for all other networks used for
comparison. The key differences among the four candidate networks are as follows:
• number of parameters: MrCAEs have sparse connections which requires
less parameters whereas connections in RED-Nets are dense. This is due to
the fact that different group of filters are independently patched in MrCAEs.
• size of encoding: MrCAE(PR) explicitly utilizes a sparse coding scheme
whereas the other three types of networks don’t have this feature.
Results are shown in subsection 4.2.1 and subsection 4.2.2. Axes in both plots
are in logarithmic scales.
4.2.1. Number of parameters. In subsection 4.2.1, we show that MrCAEs use
significantly fewer parameters in comparison with similar architectures of RED-Nets.
In other words, due to the sparse connections, it scales better when the network grows.
Moreover, the error curves for MrCAEs seem to steadily decrease as the network grows
which is highly desirable. But for RED-Nets, the curves are quite variable — more
parameters does not necessarily offer better results. And despite the parsimonious
use of parameters, MrCAEs can achieve reasonable accuracy and sometimes, in the
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Fig. 11: MrCAE(PR) offers better compression ratio. Comparison of the
validation error versus size of encoding for our method versus other state-of-the-
art methods. Both the size of encoding and the validation error are on logarithmic
scales. MrCAE provides smaller sizes of encoding over similar architectures due to
the exploitation of spatial patterns in data sets.
toy examples where the dynamics are not that complex, outperform other networks.
We conjecture the reasons are of two folds: First, this spatio-temporal data has a
clear separation of scales and our adaptive filters are primarily designed to efficiently
leverage this feature. And second, the progressive training process may have some
guiding effects for the network parameters which lowers the risks of getting stuck in
some local minima.
4.2.2. Size of encoding. In subsection 4.2.2, we show the validation error ver-
sus the size of encoding. By utilizing the adaptive filters, we are able to hierarchically
encode different regions: some filters are only applied to highly variable regions.
Therefore in practice, with similar architecture, MrCAE(PR) can always generate a
smaller encoding size which leads to a better compression ratio. (It should be noted
that unlike other types of networks, in principle, we should count not only the en-
coded information but also the corresponding positions which is similar to storing
sparse matrices when we calculate size of encoding for MrCAE. However, since the
position information is shared across all the snapshots and in practice there would
be a large number of snapshots, the size of the position information becomes negligi-
ble, so we don’t include it in our calculation.) In the isotropic turbulence example,
this gain is less obvious because of its isotropic nature: there’s very little structured
spatio-temporal data in this application.
5. Discussion. In summary, we have equipped the highly-successful convolu-
tional autoencoder (CAE) with both adaptive filters and multiscale modeling capa-
bilities, giving rise to a flexible workflow which allows for improved interpretability ,
control of the modeling framework, and in-depth understanding over modern end-to-
end architectures. Our proposed MrCAE architecture integrates and leverages three
highly successful mathematical architectures: (i) multigrid methods, (ii) convolutional
autoencoders and (iii) transfer learning. Instead of training an extremely large black
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box model end-to-end, our model progressively utilizes a refinement strategy to build
a hierarchical structure which leverages increased data due to improved spatial res-
olution. As a consequence, it enables automatic data augmentation across different
spatial resolutions, and outputs insightful intermediate models and results for distinct
spatial scales. These intermediate models can either guide the next-level architecture
design or be put into immediate use which may be favored by online algorithms.
In addition, we develop a masking mechanism for the use of adaptive convolutional
filters which resembles the mesh refinement process. It fully exploits the spatial
patterns (which often shows up in many interested spatio-temporal physical systems)
in the data set and therefore the size of encoding is small, the use of parameters
is parsimonious in nature and the interpretation for each convolutional filter is clear.
Though it is highly effective in resolving reconstruction errors, cautions must be taken
when there is no clear spatio-temporal separation of scales in the data set.
There are many ongoing challenges and promising directions that motivate future
works. Our network is currently very shallow. However, many successful applica-
tions achieved by neural networks rely heavily on its depth, as these architectures
are reported to create more abstractions and therefore finding more efficient repre-
sentations [12]. Moreover, our original objective for building up this framework is to
do multi-scale forecasting. By adopting such an encoder-decoder architecture, now
we are able to build different forecasting tools for different parts of the hierarchical
representations. Then, through the decoder, we are able to map it back to the original
space. It will be very interesting to see how different forecasting algorithms will be
built into the network and how they will affect the encoder-decoder architecture.
Appendix A. Remarks on filter initialization. As we perform the deep-
ening operation or widening operation, we are essentially adding properly initialized
convoltuional and deconvolutional filters to the existing network.
For a deepening operation, one convolutional filter C0 and one deconvolutional
filterD0 are added to the network to connect the inputs and outputs from two adjacent
levels. Both of the two filters are of kernel size 3 × 3 and applied with stride size 2
without padding, and they are initialized with the following matrices:
(A.1) C0 =
0 0 00 1 0
0 0 0
+

(c)
11 
(c)
12 
(c)
13

(c)
21 
(c)
22 
(c)
23

(c)
31 
(c)
32 
(c)
33

(A.2) D0 =
 14 12 141
2 1
1
2
1
4
1
2
1
4
+

(d)
11 
(d)
12 
(d)
13

(d)
21 
(d)
22 
(d)
23

(d)
31 
(d)
32 
(d)
33

In a nutshell, C0 is initialized with a down-sampling operator while D0 is initialized
with an interpolation operator so that the transition is smooth between each level.
We also add some uniformly distributed random noise (
(c)
ij , 
(d)
ij ∈ [−, ]) to break
the symmetry.
To perform a widening operation, we create a group of convolutional filters and
deconvolutional filters where the channel number is specified by the user. Also for
the sake of ensuring a smooth transition, we initialize all entries of these filters with
independent, uniformly distributed random variables from [−, ] so that immediately
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after the change of the architecture, reconstructions won’t be affected by much.
Appendix B. Remarks on training. In addition to specifying the toler-
ances (threshold for residuals on all pixels) for different training phases as shown in
Algorithm 3.1, we set a maximum number of epochs to stop the training. We also
implement a stopping criterion as the convergence slowns down: if the relative error
decrease every ten epochs is less than 0.001, we stop the training and move to the
next operation to expand the network capacity.
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